The region with the best coffee in the world

Coffee gatherer

Drinking its coffee is far from being enough to get acquainted with the culture of the best coffee
in the world. It is necessary to experience the culture in the Colombian Cultural Coffee
Landscape
, an
excellent place for enjoying exuberant landscapes and the calm of the countryside.

Lodging in a typical coffee hacienda is an option for feeling as if at home, but surrounded by an
unequalled nature environment.

Touring the coffee plantations and getting to know the process of coffee production will put all
your senses to the test.

Coffee hacienda /Photo by Carlos Hoyos /

It is truly charming to have the privilege of tasting this exquisite Colombian beverage at its
source. The entire experience is so different and unique that you will be surprised at the idea of
enjoying luxury spas in the midst of coffee plantations.

In whatever hacienda you choose to stay, you will have available an appropriate vehicle and a
driver to take you over the mountainous topography of the region. And the guide will lead you to
the attractions in the lovely, picturesque towns of the Café Triangle: Manizales, Armenia, and
Pereira.
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You will also get to know interesting regional attractions, such as the National Coffee Park, the
Butterfly Garden, and Los Nevados National Park , where you can enjoy marvelous and
amusing ecological experiences.

We invite you to get to know a region full of authenticity that will
remain in your memory:
-

Cultural Coffee Landscape: for gourmets
Guadua: vegetable steel
Yipao Parade and Contest in Calarcá
The Manizales Fair

Fall in love with the Café Triangle landscapes:
-

Cultural Coffee Landscape photo gallery
The Coffee Park: photos of tourists like you
The Snow Peaks: photos of tourists like you
National Coffee Park in Montenegro, Café Triangle - 360º panoramic photo
Cultural Coffee Landscape video
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